Provide compliance & EU-GDPR
compliant systems

On-Premises. Hybrid. Cloud.

Libelle DataMasking
Provide departments, external developers and consultants with
anonymized test and evaluation systems containing realistic data.

For all kinds of
applications

Templates for
SAP® R/3® and SAP
S/4HANA®, Dynamics
and many more

For all structured
Data

Very fast execution

www.Libelle.com

„GDPR and compliance also for combined SAP, Dynamics
and legacy landscapes. A solution for the entire logic chain“
[Head of IT, retail group]

Anonymize personal and sensitive data
in both SAP® and Non-SAP systems
- Libelle DataMasking
Ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of data is the best way to protect data. The development of a
non-production system (e.g. for development, training, evaluation) frequently poses challenges for the
IT department: On the one hand, this system should run with realistic data for meaningful use, on the
other, no real data should be used. Libelle DataMasking helps you to get out of this dilemma.

What do users appreciate most?
Realistic (non-real) target data
supports realistic (real) testing
Depending on the information type, the anonymization bases on reference data as well as
standardized or customer-specific calculations,
respecting logical dependencies, etc. The anonymized system provides real-looking data and logical consistency.
Logical consistency across the
entire process chain
Anonymization not only in individual
systems, but also in the system network. The
holistic approach anonymizes the individual
data objects in all connected environments in an
identical and consistent manner.

One solution for all types of
structured data
All common RDBMS, from MySQL
to Oracle to the HANA database and other are
supported. Furthermore, data of file-based data
stores such as Excel or CSV files.

Data protection regulation (GDPR)
compliant and individually
adaptable templates
Best Practices templates for SAP®
R/3® and SAP S/4HANA® systems are available,
as are Microsoft Dynamics NAV and other environments.

		
		

Download the White Paper
for more details:

https://en.libelle.com/whitepapers/datamasking
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